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moving forward

If You Build (or Built) It, Will They Come?
The Status of the Return to the Office and the Impact
on the Pittsburgh Real Estate Market and Economy

By Rachel E. James and Eric C. Springer in collaboration with Dan Adamski and Reid Mauro of JLL
Current Return To Office Models

The Covid-19 pandemic caused an undeniable

safety restrictions implemented during COVID

shift in the way we live and work, and forced many

and more by the employment market demand for

employers, in part because of employee demand,

remote and hybrid work policies. These policies

recently reopened their office space or made

to move away from a strictly office-centric culture

will have a notable impact on the real estate

announcements on flexible work opportunities for

to a more flexible arrangement. Large-scale

market for downtown office space.

employees for the foreseeable future. While BNY

We reached out to our friends at JLL, a global

Mellon returned to a full-time in-office schedule

adoption of technology enabled remote working
during the pandemic, but produced an expectation
of employees for greater flexibility as to where
they worked. As we move beyond the pandemic
and return to the office, demand for office space
in the Pittsburgh Central Business District will
be affected less by the uncertain implications of

commercial real estate services firm, to provide
valuable insight and data on the real estate
market and trends as Pittsburgh emerges
from the pandemic and employers decide how
to address employee expectations of flexible
work arrangements.

Source: Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership citing Placer.ai
Note: Employee data represent estimates taken Monday – Friday and exclude major U.S. holidays.
*Employees working in-person less than 4-days per week are counted as visitors.

Some large regional employers have either

in March 2022, PNC announced a voluntary return
to the office plan set for June 2022, giving
employees the decision to work remotely,
on a hybrid schedule or in the office on a full-time
basis. Highmark and UPMC adopted models based
on employee preference, with Highmark adopting

Source: Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership citing Pittsburgh Parking Authority
Note: Monthly garage utilization rates are an average of 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. utilization rates.
There are two additional PPA garages located in Shadyside and Oakland which have not been
included in these calculations.
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a work-from-anywhere policy and UPMC following

employees downtown that activity will increase

assistant, flexibility for work from home for

a long-term flexible work model. Both Reed Smith

throughout summer,” said JLL Senior Managing

administrative assistants proved to be more of

and Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC opened their

Director Dan Adamski. “To return to where we were

a challenge. Recent surges in COVID reinforced

offices to employees when needed but officially

will require a meaningful mix of office workers,

the importance of having on-site resources for

returned to the office in March 2022, with flexible

tourism, and retail and residential in the CBD.

time-sensitive transactions and litigation filings

or hybrid work-from-home options going forward.

All these impact each other, but office workers

in the event that staff members became ill or

JLL has been closely tracking Pittsburgh office

are integral to the equation until more residential

needed to take care of a child. Accordingly, the

market trends throughout the pandemic. Based

is delivered.”

firm has generally proposed more flexibility to

on statistics gathered by the Pittsburgh Downtown

Although SGK officially returned to the office in

staff for remote working but has eliminated the

Partnership, JLL reports that in-office work in

May 2021 (due to near complete vaccination by all

downtown Pittsburgh has recovered as of May 2022

attorneys and staff – 95%), we adopted a hybrid

to just below 30,000 commuters, or 42% of its pre-

work model allowing attorneys and paralegals

Covid daily average of 70,000. Additionally, current

to work from home or wherever they could

expectations for flexibility.

utilization of Pittsburgh Parking Authority space is

work most comfortably and efficiently (without

around 59%, compared to a 94% utilization rate in

strict demands for on-site attendance). Initially,

Employee Expectations

2020, and bus ridership is down 50% from 2019.

attorneys averaged 1-2 days in the office per week,

“We’re not yet near pre-pandemic levels for

but that figure has grown to an average of 3-4 days

downtown traffic and ridership; however, we’re
encouraged by the rising numbers of visitors and

per week in the office. We also permitted staff to
work from home one day a week; however, with
staffing ratios of 5 or 6 attorneys to 1 administrative

scheduled 1-day remote working day per week. We
continue to focus most heavily on communication
and coordination to best handle requests and

Employees continue to seek out positions that
offer a better work-life balance. In a recent JLL
survey of more than 3,300 office workers, 79% of
employees said they want the ability to come into
an office, but do not want to work in-office 100%

Employee Return to Office Expectations

% naming this as one of
their top 3 expectations
% who have access to
this service
Source: Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership citing Port Authority of Allegheny County Note: Data reflects
unlinked passenger trips that end at a bus stop within the CBD boundary. September data is omitted due to
an internal database error that resulted in a 14 day data gap in September 2021.

Source: JLL Employee Survey

INSIDE SGK
Notable Transactions
SGK is pleased to announce our involvement with
a refinancing transaction for a regional dealership
client and its affiliated companies. The refinance
involved the refinance of existing floorplan debt of
the companies with WesBanco Bank and First National
Bank under a co-lender arrangement. The transaction
was led by Eric C. Springer, along with Matt A. Jarrell
and Jeremy C. Brown.

SGK is pleased to announce our involvement with a
series of transactions for Chronic Care Management,
Inc. a/k/a Cosán Group. Cosán Group completed
an equity raise involving 2 series of convertible
note offerings in the total amount of $3 million in
addition to closing a revolving line of credit loan
from Comerica Bank. Upon closing the funding
transactions, Cosán Group also closed on a transaction
to acquire the assets of CarepointMD, LLC d/b/a
Care GPS Health. The equity raise and Comerica
Bank transactions were led by Eric C. Springer,
along with Jeremy C. Brown. The CarepointMD, LLC
acquisition was led by Susan J. Messer. Cosán Group,
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established in 2015, is an industry-leading healthcare
organization creating new pathways to modern aging
with technology-driven preventative care services,
offering concierge home care for older adults. Early
market exposure in the delivery of technology and
services to support the Chronic Care Management
(CCM) program, Behavioral Health Integration (BHI)
programs with Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM)
has propelled Cosán to deliver a practice and
patient-centric approach to remote care coordination.

of the time. The tight labor market has forced

redesigned a number of spaces within the firm

better part of two years, circumstances forced

employers to consider employee expectations

and adopted a number of commute-worthy

people to work in the relative comfort of

when it comes to creating commute-worthy office

office space initiatives. The firm laid out several

home, but sometimes inefficiently and without

space to attract them back to the office. Based on

comfortable relaxation areas, upgraded its break

connection to co-workers. As the world returns

the JLL study, the amenities that employees have

room, installed a private mother’s lounge for

to something close to normal, it makes sense

come to value are not necessarily available in

nursing mothers and began work on a large

that we and other employers should try to

current office models.

employee collaborative lounge. The lounge will

soften the return to the office and bolster

To attract people to the office, employers are

feature space suitable both for meetings and for

the team by building some of those comforts

informal social gathering for all employees. It

into our workplace to attract and retain

will feature a large smartboard (for meetings and

employees and promote our collegial culture.”

starting to reconfigure office space to provide an
environment employees have come to expect when
working from home or that they can’t get at home.
Employers that promote employee wellbeing and
offer certain perks such as technology upgrades,
creative social spaces, food service amenities,
free parking, and child-care options will have an
easier time hiring and retaining talent.
In

light

of

market

considerations

and

recommendations for how employers should
consider

employee

work-life

balance,

SGK

presentations) and TV (for less formal gatherings
and sporting events), as well as drinks and healthy
snacks. “We expect this comfortable space to
promote gathering, mentoring and socializing
in an organic environment, a key element for
attracting and retaining talented attorneys and
staff, and will foster our culture of teamwork and
cooperation among all employees of all roles,”
said Eric C. Springer, the Managing Shareholder

Impact on Downtown Office Space
According to JLL, office vacancy in the CBD has
been increasing for over five years as companies
increased density within the workplace. Although
there has been an increase in leasing volume in
recent months, subleasing activity and tenant
give-backs have caused total vacancy to continue
to increase.

& Director and President of the firm. “For the

INSIDE SGK
Congratulations

SGK is pleased to announce our involvement with a
recapitalization of our client Knack Global through
an investment led by LKCM Headwater Investments
and further supported by Weave Growth Partners.
The transaction was led by David J. Lowe, along with
Mark O. Scioscia, Jeremy C. Brown and Joseph R. Kane.
This marks our 6th transaction advising Knack
over the past 10 years. Knack Global, established
in 2007, is a leading provider of a portfolio
of high-quality RCM services that allows
healthcare businesses to focus on their core

competencies of providing patient care. Knack’s
portfolio of services spans the entire RCM value chain
from Pre-Claim activities to Accounts Resolutions.
Powered with best-in-class technology and a global
team of more than 2,000 professionals, Knack
serves healthcare providers across a broad range of
categories and specialties including physician groups,
durable medical equipment suppliers, optometry
and ophthalmology practices, surgical & ambulatory
care centers and hospitals, and health systems.
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SGK is pleased to announce that
Matt A. Jarrell has been re-elected
as a Managing Shareholder and
Director of the firm for another
three-year term. Mr. Jarrell
has been with the firm since 2002, has served on the
firm’s Executive Committee since 2019, and is the Chair
of the firm’s Energy and Natural Resources practice
area. He is also a member of the firm’s Corporate
Services and Financial Services practice areas.

New employee expectations impact leasing

their space is being used; asking, what areas have

upgraded spaces rather than renovate. By

decisions, with many employers reducing office

the most activity, what are they being used for,

reducing the size of rented office space, tenants

space as individual private work-space is reduced

and do they need more of that type of space,”

can afford a higher rental rate for space in Class

in favor of shared space and universal office sizes.

explained JLL Senior Vice President Reid Mauro.

A buildings without increasing total rent costs.

JLL reports that some industries are creating

“To break up the monotony of working at home,

JLL also reported a significant increase in free rent

floorplans with only 20-30% of the space

companies are looking at the office as a tool

and tenant improvement allowances for long-term

dedicated to individual workstations, which

for engagement, culture building, and talent

leases. For these reasons, Class B and C buildings

historically covered 60-70% of office layouts.

retention – all funneling back up to this concept

are struggling to secure new leases and have a

The focus is shifting to collaborative and

of a commute-worthy employee experience

current vacancy rate of 29.3%, compared to 17.9%

social spaces which will likely account for up

that can’t be replicated in a remote setting.”

for Class A spaces.

Current market conditions also drive leasing

“Buildings that prioritize the tenant experience

to 70-80% of future office space allocation
for some companies.

decisions as evidenced by several Pittsburgh

and offer new amenities focused on well-being

“Office footprints and space utilization are hot

companies, including GNC, PwC, Dollar Bank

will continue to see activity,” said Mauro. “But

topics right now. Companies are scrutinizing how

and Dickie McCamey, that relocated to newer

those that struggle to offer these experiences or

Class A

Class B

Approximations based on 10-year terms

INSIDE SGK
Congratulations to the
following f or their inclusion
on the 2022 PA Super
Lawyers® list
Robert B. Brown, Jr.
Shareholder & Director
Real Estate
Suzanne L. DeWalt
Shareholder & Director
Employment and Labor

Congratulations to the following for
their inclusion on the
2022 Rising Stars list
Nicholas L. Fiske
Shareholder
PA 2022 Rising Stars
Business Litigation

P Bowman Root IV
Shareholder
PA 2022 Rising Stars
Estate Planning & Probate

Kenneth J. Yarsky, II
Shareholder & Director
Real Estate
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Congratulations
SGK is pleased to announce that
P Bowman Root IV has been
promoted to Shareholder of the
firm. Mr. Root is a member of the
firm’s Estates and Trusts, Tax,
and Corporate Services practice areas. Since joining
the firm in 2016, he has provided estate planning
for small business owners and professionals.
His practice includes counseling individual and
corporate executors throughout all stages of estate
and trust administration. Mr. Root’s extensive
experience in tax and business law helps his
clients reach their business succession goals.

JLL reports the following recent or planned
redevelopment of Class B and C inventory.

are too outdated to easily upgrade will face challenges. We foresee
the use of some of these Class B and C properties changing in the
future, most likely to residential use.”

Current Development
The 26-story FNB Financial Center currently being constructed at the
former Civic Arena site stands as the key commercial development

Commonwealth Building
120k SF office, 150 units
Delivered June 2021

The Pittsburgher

130k SF Office, 130 units
Lubert-Adler proposed upon purchase

project
planned

in

downtown
investment

Pittsburgh.
and

Many

hope

development

that

further

surrounding

the

tower will help revitalize Pittsburgh’s Hill District. Most other
major

development

is

happening

outside

of

the

Central

Business District as the tech and healthcare industries
continue to look to the Strip District, East Liberty, and
Oakland for new development.
Increasing vacancies, competition from Class A buildings and

Allegheny Building

150k SF office, 190 units
Delivering 2022

GNC Headquarters

240k SF Office building
GNC to vacate, leaving open for
redevelopment

sublease opportunities will likely present significant and continuing
challenges for attracting tenants to Class B and Class C buildings
for the foreseeable future. With increasing challenges, the viability
and performance of such buildings will present significant financial
difficulties for ownership especially as existing tenants roll off
current leases.

In such an environment, without substantial

renewed investment or redevelopment of such buildings, the region
likely will see further reduction in rental rates and added

YWCA

Proposed 300-Unit 20-story tower
Approved end of June 2021

Kaufmann’s Grand on Fifth
Macy’s department store
312 Units - Opened in 2021

tenant

incentives

being

offered.

It

may

also

lead

to

turnover and sale of such buildings and renewed interest
in

redevelopment

(including

for

residential

apartments

and condominiums).
Increasing vacancies in Class B and C buildings in the CBD have
prompted city officials and developers to focus on residential
development for that quality space. Pittsburgh Mayor Ed Gainey

Arrott Building

Industrialist Hotel (Opened May 2021)
124-room hotel along Wood St.

957 Liberty Abodes
12 Loft-Style units
Opened in 2021

recently announced at the annual Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership
meeting plans to create a special fund to convert struggling office
properties into residential apartments or condominiums. Specifics
INSIDE SGK

Two New Attorneys have joined the Firm
SGK would like to welcome
Matthew A. Ryan to the firm.
Mr. Ryan is an Associate to
the firm and a member of the
firm’s Corporate Services and
Energy and Natural Resources practice areas. His
practice incorporates assisting clients in corporate
matters,
commercial
transactions,
corporate
formation, governance, and succession. He has
extensive experience assisting clients in the
energy industry by preparing drilling and division
order title opinions and drafting associated curative
documents.

SGK would like to welcome
Elizabeth W. Brunins to the firm.
Ms. Brunins is Of Counsel to the
Firm and is a member of the
Corporate Services and Privacy
and Cyber Security practice areas. Ms. Brunins’
practice focuses in the area of counseling business
entities, commercial transactions, data and
technology contracts, and advertising and marketing
law for clients ranging from start-ups, small and
middle market entities to large international
corporations. She serves in an “outside general
counsel” role for clients lacking in-house legal
departments, and she represents in-house counsel
in niche and specialty areas in an array of contract
specialties, including master service agreements,
non-disclosure agreements, consulting arrangements,
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data protection addenda, point-of-sale systems,
license agreements, purchasing agreements and
Software-as-a-Service agreements. Ms. Brunins also
practices in the specialized area of advertising and
marketing law.

are still under discussion, but the goal is to make

The return of a vibrant downtown experience

Reid Mauro is a Senior Vice

the fund available to owners of older or unused

might help to reestablish interest and demand

President

downtown office buildings so they can repurpose

for the retail and cultural benefits of an urban

the office space for residential use. According

work and residential environment.

he
a

to JLL, residential development is crucial to the

in

Representation
counsels
local,

his

office vacancy and the scales of supply and

Reid Mauro, Senior Vice President

demand will become more balanced” says
would lead to more retail offerings, which in turn

Source: Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership

creates more of a ‘neighborhood vibe’ that today’s

Conclusion

of slow improvement as employees return to the
office and visitors eagerly attend cultural and
sporting events that were shutdown or heavily
restricted during the pandemic. The restaurant
scene has certainly been more active in recent
months with trendy new establishments opening
such as gi-jin and Con Alma, and others in
development including Alta Via, Ritual House
and Del Frisco’s. Reservations fill up quickly for
many popular spots, but increased activity is not
the only factor contributing to those hard-to-get
dining reservations in the downtown Pittsburgh
area. Restaurant and retail businesses continue
to struggle to hire and retain employees to
support the uptick in customers. Additionally,
hybrid workplace models have made it difficult
to predict foot traffic that was once steady in
the CBD creating uncertainty when it comes to staff
scheduling. Some businesses have been forced

Rachel E. James is Senior Counsel

their needs and budgets for space as demand for
office space reduces and supply increases. The
resulting effects and disruption to the downtown
real estate market will likely have uneven short
and long term impacts on use and development of
Class B and C office buildings and may lead to sale
or turnover and result in redevelopment efforts
(such as conversions to residential development).

including

risk

management,

deal

structuring, title review and contract drafting and
negotiation. She also has extensive experience
representing oil and gas companies in connection

Eric C. Springer is a Managing
Shareholder and Director as
well as the President of the firm.

area that was lost during the pandemic. It will be
interesting to see how the market responds to
current challenges.

He is primarily responsible for
the day-to-day operations and management
of the business of the firm as well as its strategic

We would like to thank our friends Dan Adamski

initiatives and finances. He is a member of

and Reid Mauro of JLL for their insight and valuable

the firm’s Corporate, Real Estate and Financial

contributions to our discussion of current office
market trends in downtown Pittsburgh.
of

JLL’s

Tenant

Representation Group where he
complex transactions for firms

space in the same building. Hotel occupancy

industry since 1994 following 8 years in the

of visitors to the city in the coming months.

matters,

growth and give renewed vitality to the downtown

business objectives. He has been in the

activities should continue to attract thousands

a variety of commercial real estate transactional

consumers. This transition will hopefully stimulate

store, and Five Below and Burlington set to open

Picklesburgh, and numerous Market Square

mineral assets. She regularly assists clients with

lost employee consumers with new residential

seeking to align their real estate needs with

Festival,

acquisition, divestiture, and trade of surface and

large-scale due diligence projects.

Target opening in the former Macy’s department

Arts

real estate and energy matters, including the

vacant office space could replace some of the

specializes in the execution of

Rivers

Ms. James’ practice focuses on all aspects of

with real estate acquisitions, title review and

Retail development has also been slow, though

Three

practice areas.

A transition to residential development of

Director

like

Energy and Natural Resources

Pittsburgh for in-office work might never recover to

labor shortages.

events

Real Estate, Corporate, and

number of employees traveling to downtown

Dan Adamski is the Sr. Managing

remains on the rise and popular downtown

and a member of the firm’s

If flexible and remote work is here to stay, the

to reduce hours while they navigate current

some progress should be evident with the new

on

global

About the Authors

pre-pandemic levels. Employers are recalibrating

The downtown Pittsburgh economy shows signs

&

412 208 1406 | reid.mauro@am.jll.com

Adamski. “An increase in residential population

Impact on Downtown Economy

clients

services. He is a Fox Chapel native & a Cornell
graduate who joined JLL in 2006.

again with the Strip District and East Liberty.”

where

national

“Converting Class B and C properties will reduce

space. It would enable the CBD to compete once

Tenant

level, providing real estate strategy & advisory

economic health of downtown Pittsburgh.

companies are seeking when choosing office

JLL’s
Group

Marine Corps, and was recently named to the
Business Times “Power 100” designation of
Pittsburgh’s most influential business leaders.
Dan Adamski, Sr. Managing Director
412 212 8090 | dan.adamski@jll.com
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Services Groups. Mr. Springer’s practice includes
a wide range of corporate and transactional
services. He frequently serves as outside
corporate

counsel

to

mid-sized,

privately-

held companies in mergers and acquisitions,
divestiture and restructure transactions and
financing transactions.

He also represents

family

array

offices

and

real

well

as

in

estate

an

of

transactional

operational

and

corporate

matters

as

management

matters. Mr. Springer represents companies
involved

with

logistics

and

healthcare,
investment.

manufacturing,
distribution,

construction

and

technology,

transportation,
real

estate

Invest Magazine, Pittsburgh 2022,

Q&A with Matt A. Jarrell
What makes Greater Pittsburgh a great place
to reside and do business?
Diversity of thought and experience. It energizes people
personally and professionally. People with just about any
educational background and life experience can live and
work here comfortably. You have thriving urban, suburban
and rural communities within 45 minutes of Downtown.
On the business side, the core drivers of the economy
here are tech, energy, finance and healthcare, all of which
reflect the economy of the 21st century.

Where does demand for your services
stand today as opposed to 2019 pre-pandemic
levels?
Demand has increased, though not necessarily as a result
of COVID. In many cases, our clients just kept doing their
thing-but from home. Certainly, the human resources
and employment practice had a lot of issues to manage
with clients as a result of COVID. We had to manage that
ourselves and then help our clients navigate it.
One direct result of the pandemic is that we have seen

many of our tech clients in the healthcare space become
even more attractive to investment. That capital needed
(and still needs) to be invested and deployed. We have
been an integral part of that process.

What challenges are you seeing across
the energy and legal sectors related to the
energy transition?
Misunderstanding. What permeates is that we have
not had an honest and candid conversation about the
role hydrocarbons play in our everyday lives. Clearly,
many believe that transitioning to a renewable-focused
energy grid is a noble goal. But we cannot simply flip
a switch and declare that renewables have the
technological capability and infrastructure to support
a modern economy on their own. They don’t right
now. If you try to kill natural gas, the cleanest piece
of the hydrocarbon industry, or devise cumbersome
barriers to its operations without a corresponding
environmental protection or other benefit, and without
an alternative source of energy, you are just inflating
energy costs artificially.
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535 Smithfield Street, Ste. 300
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

This Newsletter is privately distributed by Sherrard, German & Kelly, P.C. (SGKPC), for the general information of its clients, friends and readers. It is not a solicitation of, nor is it an engagement for, legal
services. The views expressed herein are limited to the circumstances presented and not a representation of the opinions of SGKPC or its authors on a specific fact pattern or event, and should not be relied
upon for any other purpose than expressly set forth in this paragraph. This Newsletter is not designed to be, nor should it be considered or used as, the sole source of analyzing and resolving legal problems.
If you have, or think you may have, such a legal problem relating to any of the matters discussed in this Newsletter, consult legal counsel. Also, if you have questions regarding any of the items contained in
this Newsletter, contact SGKPC and any of its attorneys, through its main number, 412-355-0200. This Newsletter and its contents are the property of SGKPC and its authors. All rights reserved.

